
HURLEY 2nd v Taplow 2nd  Date: 18th May 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Taplow 2nd  
 
L. Fisher c. Arshad b. Taylor 14 

A. Macleod c. Walton b. Taylor 40 

D. Barton LBW b. Williams 33 

G. Street Not out  75 

C. Paskins Not out  57 

  Extras 28 

  Total 247 

  For 3 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

I. Arshad 11 2 42 0 

M. Basharat 11 2 57 0 

Scott Taylor 8 0 75 2 

D. Morgans 8 0 44 0 

C. Williams 5 0 21 1 



Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
C. Williams LBW b. Barton 24 

B. Griffin  b. Mehmood 0 

A. Morgans  b. Parkinson 14 

I. Arshad Not out  86 

D. Morgans  b. Andrew 14 

M. Walton Not out  35 

J. Dawson )   

Scott Taylor )- dnb   

A. Choudhary )   

M. Basharat )   

    

  Extras 29 

  Total 202 

  For 4 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

D. Mehmood 6 0 22 1 

O. Parkinson 12 4 27 1 

D. Barton 9 2 35 1 

L. Andrew 8 2 18 1 

C. Stay 4 0 25 0 

E. Hedley 6 2 20 0 

A. Macleod 8 6 11 0 

L. Fisher 2 1 8 0 

C. Paskins 2 0 17 0 

 

Result:  Match Drawn. 
 
Hurley 2nds are still looking for their first victory in Division Three of the Morrant 
Chilterns League but a gutsy performance at Shepherds Lane saw them defy Taplow 
to gain a creditable draw. The visitors were asked to bat first and the opening pair of 
Lewis Fisher (14) and Alice Macleod (40) made steady progress. Macleod had a life 
when still in single figures, driving in the air to mid-on where the usually safe hands 
of Alan Morgans failed to hold on to a simple chance. After solid opening spells from 
Imran Arshad and Mo Basharat, Hurley turned to their two youngest players, Scott 
Taylor and David Morgans. It was Taylor who achieved the breakthrough as the 
frustrated Fisher played across the line and skied to mid-wicket where Arshad took a 
comfortable catch. Taylor followed up in his next over with the wicket of Macleod, 
edging to the keeper. On a good batting surface Gavin Street (75*) and Dale Barton 
(33) upped the run rate, despite Street suffering the after effects of a good Friday 
night out. The pair added seventy-two in sixteen overs before Barton was adjudged 
leg before to Clive Williams, despite the suspicion of an inside edge. Taplow skipper 



Chris Paskins took over where Barton left off with a brisk fifty-seven to take his side 
to a declaration on 247 for 3 after forty-three overs. 
 
Faced with a rather depleted batting line-up, Mike Walton juggled the order, sending 
in the veteran Brian Griffin to open with Williams. Griffin never looked comfortable 
against the pace of Danny Mehmood or Ollie Parkinson and it was Mehmood who 
produced a delivery which seamed just enough to take Griffin’s off stump at 17 for 1. 
Williams (24) and Alan Morgans (14) defended resolutely against the opening attack, 
with Williams attacking the occasional loose delivery to add twenty-seven for the 
second wicket before Parkinson produced a good delivery to beat Morgans. Barton 
replaced Mehmood at the Shepherds Lane end and bowled with good pace if not 
quite the accuracy he would have liked. Barton gained revenge for his dismissal 
against Williams sending the Hurley man back in similar fashion. At 51 for 3, Hurley 
were teetering on the brink of a third successive defeat but a solid performance 
from Arshad and the diminutive David Morgans (14) added forty-six for the fourth 
wicket. Morgans was unfazed by the pace of the bowling and the gentle sledging of 
the close in fielders, defending well and punishing anything loose. Les Andrew 
eventually found a way through Morgans’ defences to reduce the hosts to 97 for 4 in 
the thirtieth over.  With the required rate climbing and not much in the way of 
batting to follow. Arshad (86*) and Mike Walton (35*) dug in for a long session and 
looked to accumulate as many batting points as possible. Paskins tried all his bowlers 
in an attempt to force a breakthrough. Alice Macleod used her off-spin to great 
effect, bowling six consecutive maidens and having Walton dropped by the keeper 
but the breakthrough never came. The total had edged up to 172 with three overs 
remaining and with the game relatively safe, the batsmen went on the attack to try 
and reach 200. This they did with ease, scoring thirty off the last three overs to take 
Hurley to a respectable 202 for 4 at the close. 

 


